The Board of Trustees met at the College on the 25th of May, 1894. Present: Miles Tillman, Mauldin, Bradley Donelson, Norris, Wamamadze, Hardin and Redfern.

Mr. Crowe of Mr. J. A. Thompson appeared before the board and explained the Automatic Sprinkler, and estimated that it could be put in at a more reasonable cost than that used before, and thought that $2000 would put them in, not including tanks and outside work.

On motion of Mr. Norris a committee of three was appointed to consider the matter of insurance and report to the board. Messrs. Norris, Wamamadze and Donaldson were appointed.

Mr. T. C. Thompson was appointed Appraiser to represent the College in the adjustment of loss by recent fire.

Board took recess till 8:30 am 26th inst.

May 26th, Board met at Simpson's joining.

Committee on insurance reported as follows:

1st: It was recommended that each principal building be covered by a hydrant connected properly with water main, and sufficient hose provided and properly placed.

2nd: That a Fire Brigade be at once organized and practiced from time to time.

3rd: That a 3 or 5 years Policy be taken instead of an annual in each case, and to have policies all to begin at same day. Dr. Sloan must attend to the insurance at once.

Building to be insured for the following amounts:

- Chapel $7,500
- Chem. Laboratory $12,000
- Dormitory $20,000
- Feb. $2,500
- Kitchen, Ducks $1,750
- Boiler Room $1,250

Chapel, Chemistry, Library, Mechanics, Mach. Building, 10,000.

Machinery 5,000.
Res. House $2,500  Port Office 100
Prof. Phys. 2,000  Prof. McMurrich's House 200
Agr. 2,000  Donaldson's 750
English 2,000  McCalhoun's 750
Math 2,000  Lyttles 750
Chemistry 2,000  Dr. Brackett's 750
Physicians 1,750  Mr. Smith's 750
Dept. of Gov. 1,750  Clintons 750
School 125  Solicitors 750
Horse Barn 1,000  Templeton's 750
cow 2,000  Dr. Pre. 750
Cattle 2,500  Harts 750
Asst. Prof. Math. House 1500  Fertilizer 125
Refractory 750  Mules & Horses 2,000
Dept. Station 500  Provender 500
Dairy 600  Paintings 800
6 Students' Houses 125
Servant Houses 75
Calhoun Mansion 1000

An motion it was resolved, That
Pres. of College give students excusion to
Spahtenburg not more than 50 days.
Res: That the sum of one hundred and
fifty dollars be appropriated to the Band.
Res: That Pump engines be required to have
stand-pipes fill every night before he goes to bed.
Res: That the Secretary make an advertisement
in Charleston News & Currier, Columbia
Registrar, and Greenville News for bids for
the rebuilding of Clemson College, and that
the Board meet on 27th June to open bids.
Res: That the Pres. of Board & Trustees see if he
can borrow $5000 on note of Board.
Res: That the Pres. of College be charged with the
study creation of a Hotel of 15 bed rooms and
to lend in cash $4,000 to be arranged and used
temporarily for recitations, Bruce and Morgan.
to draw the plans.
The motion of Board for doing away with Saturday morning recitations was read
and upon a vote it was decided to postpone any further consideration of the petition
until the Board meets June 27th.

On motion it was resolved; That each member of the Board visit the College before the August
meeting and spend at least 3 days in learning into the general conduct of and working of the
institution.

Resd: That there be immediate steps to obtain from underwriters the cheapest and best rates
obtainable on our risk, and what they will require of us in order to obtain said rates, and that in
the event we concessions are made, shall all

buildings and isolation buildings belonging to the
College will be protected by hydrants and lift
pumps, while the principal building will be
insured to the fullest limit available.

If a reasonable rate is obtained, then all these
buildings are to be insured for the amounts
fixed by the Committee.

Read and approved June 27th 1894